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constant—an adiabatic compression; then the gas has its
temperature kept constant frornB to C, whilst the gas receives
heat and the entropy increases—an isothermal expansion; then
from C to D the gsts expands adiabatically as the entropy Is
constant and the temperature falls to D ; then from D to A
the temperature remains steady, whilst the gas gives up its
heat and the entropy diminishes from D to A, so bringing the
gas back to its original state, and ready to go through the
cycle again. This is the well-known Carnot Cycle, which is
so often shown on the PV diagram, but is so much more
easily understood on the T <p diagram.
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In this case thermal   efficiency =
EB
which is the customary expression for the efficiency of the
Carnot Cycle. This is an instance of how simple the use
of the T cp diagram makes such calculations.
37. In this last named figure all the lines were parallel to
one or other of tibte axes. This was because an ideal cycle
of the simplest nature was being followed. In Fig. 9 the
sloping lines AJB and BC have been drawn at random. What
changes of state would they represent 1
The line AB stows an increase of both entropy and tem-
perature, both of them, increasing at about an equal rate.
So that heat is being given to the gas, and the temperature
is increasing meanwhile. This is generally similar to what
goes on during explosion in a gas engine cylinder, as the gas
takes in. heat from the effect of chemical combination, and
the temperature rises while it does so. Having arrived at
the point B the gas now follows the line BC, during which
the gas continues to take in heat, and the temperature decreases.
TMs is what woiald occur, on a lesser scale, in a gas engine
cylinder were the combustion of the gas to continue right
through the working stroke instead of ending at the point
of highest temperature, as it is now generally believed to do.
Then to get the gas back to its original state the line CA is
followed, and during it the gas gives out its heat at a nearly

